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The reason this subject was chosen is because frequently in our orthodox circles one 

hears or reads generalizations condemning science.  Being interested in this phase of work I find 

it not only fitting but necessary to attempt to clarify certain aspects of science in order that we as 

Protestant Reformed youth may assume an intelligent and sound attitude towards it. 

Briefly, let us compare the attitudes and practices of the Old Testament Hebrews with 

those of the heathen nations surrounding them as to disease and plague.  According to the 

heathen nations—Egypt, Babylon, Greece and Rome—disease was brought by evil spirits and 

the gods: consequently, idols were made and sacrifices given to them.  The Romans worshipped 

the goddesses Febris (goddess of fever), Mephitis (goddess of putrefaction and decay), 

Anzeronia (deity of the plague), and performed religious services to Uterina (goddess 

responsible for pains in childbirth).  Astrology also played an important part in explaining the 

plague and communicable diseases. 

In sharp contrast to the heathenish superstitions, we have the Scriptural concept of the 

Hebrews as expressed in the Old Testament—“I wound and I heal, saith the Lord,” Deuteronomy 

32:29 and “I, God, am your healer,” Exodus 15:26.  The Old Testament abounds in examples of 

plague, (the ten plagues), pestilence, and death sent directly by Jehovah as chastisement or 

punishment.  All occult practices, sorceries and enchantments were condemned in the Old 

Testament.  However, it must be admitted that little reference is made to medicine and 

physicians, but no surrounding nations at this time produced anything of significance at this time. 

Guthrie, in his recent work on “The History of Medicine” says, In spite of the 

disappointing references to medicine and surgery, the Bible is a mine of information on personal 

and social hygiene.  The 13
th

 and 14
th

 chapters of Leviticus contain explicit instructions to be 

observed by the priest in cases of leprosy.  A social conscience had awakened and the Jews were 

the pioneers of public health. 

Shortly after the time of Christ, a Greek physician named Galen studied the anatomy of 

apes and pigs, since law forbade the use of cadavers (human corpses).  On the basis of these 

animal observations he wrote several medical books directly applying what he observed in 

animals to man with the result that his texts were filled with errors. 

During the next thousand years, called the Dark Ages, the Catholic Church ruled 

supreme.  Since the church endorsed Galen’s textbooks, they were followed precisely without 

further experimentation and question.  In fact, many of the physicians were monks who claimed 

to be divinely chosen practitioners (Thomas Aquinas, for example).  How strange that these men 

were not eager to unveil the truth in nature!  The Catholic Church discouraged investigation by 

its authoritative policies and merely accepted disease and pestilence as fate. 

At the Council of Tours in 1163, the clergy and monks were forbidden to perform major 

operations.  The two possible reasons advanced for this declaration are that the mortality was 

extremely high, and that the Church was opposed to shedding blood.  Consequently, surgery 

went into the hands of the barbers of which we still have a reminder in the barber pole—red, 

representing blood and white indicating bandages.  If the Council had only taken another attitude 

and investigated the cause of high mortality and the possibility of saving lives rather than 

shedding blood, medicine might have made more rapid progress. 



In 1301, Pope Boniface issued a Bull against De Luzzi stating, “Persons cutting up bodies 

of the dead and barbarously cooking them in order that their bones, being separated from the 

flesh, are by the very fact excommunicated.” 

On the basis of these and similar action scientists accused the church of having stymied 

the development of medicine.  We must admit that the church certainly held medicine under its 

control; that it definitely strove to uphold the ideas of the past as of Galen: but we must not 

forget that the Catholic Church was the only means by which the then known science and 

medicine as well as culture in general was preserved.  All around them the barbarian tribes of 

Europe, and the Mohammedans of Asia and North Africa were destroying all traces of religion 

and culture. 

The third phase commences with the 15
th

 century or the Renaissance Period marked by 

individual research and rebellion against the Catholic hierarchy.  Needless to say, we are familiar 

with the Reformation as represented in such bold men of God as Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, etc.  So 

also in the realm of science, courageous investigators transgressed Papal edicts and questioned 

the long accepted books of Galen to find that his dissertations on the human body were fraught 

with errors because these deductions were made from a study on apes and pigs. 

It required tremendous courage to express one’s ideas when there existed an all-powerful 

Pope, who infallibly spoke on all phases of life and unhesitatingly excommunicated and damned 

people to hell if they discovered something which conflicted with the Catholic philosophy.  For 

example, to show how absurd some of these ideas were, the clergy denounced forks as an insult 

to the Creator.  “God in His wisdom has provided man with natural forks, (fingers).  It is 

considered impious to substitute them by metallic works when eating.”  The same argument was 

used against spectacles, for on the tombstone of the individual who invented them, we find the 

following inscription:  “Here lies Salvina Aromato, inventor of spectacles.  May God pardon him 

for his sin.” 
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